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Download:https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B75b5xYLjSSNbmNsWnFEczRBdU0?usp=sharingQUESTION 190Which
option is used by OSPF to reduce the flooding domain of database updates in a network?A. hello packetsB. virtual linksC.
interface costD. areasAnswer: DQUESTION 191Refer to the exhibit. Which three OSPF routers are the only routers that may
perform summarization with the current network layout? (Choose three.) A. Router 2B. Router 3C. Router 4D. Router 5E.
Router 7F. Router 8Answer: ACEQUESTION 192Which two options should be used to achieve fast convergence in an OSPF
network? (Choose two.)A. Bidirectional Forwarding DetectionB. fast hellosC. LSA retransmission intervalD. SPF throttle
timersE. LSA group pacingAnswer: ABQUESTION 193Refer to the exhibit. Which next hop will the router select if given an IP
packet with the destination address 19.48.254.3? A. Router 2B. Router 1C. Interface 0D. Interface 1Answer: AQUESTION
194Refer to the exhibit. In this suboptimal design of a homogeneous Cisco network, which version of spanning tree provides the
fastest convergence? A. PVST+B. CSTC. RPVSTD. VSTPE. PVSTAnswer: CQUESTION 195Refer to the exhibit. The
red lines refer to STP blocked ports. What happens if the HSRP active moves to the right distribution, and the STP root remains on
the left distribution? A. The STP root becomes the gateway.B. The interdistribution link is used for transit.C. The HSRP
standby becomes the gateway.D. The interaccess link is used for transit.E. Host traffic is unable to reach the HSRP active.
Answer: BQUESTION 196Refer to the exhibit. The organization is migrating away from FHRP. VSS has been implemented on a
pair of Cisco Catalyst 6500 Series Switches. In order to avoid changes to end hosts, the default gateway is carried over to the SVI on
the VSS. Why does the implementation plan require a four-hour wait after removing the FHRP configuration? A. The VLAN
interface MAC address and the FHRP MAC address are different. It takes four hours for the VLAN interface to come up.B. The
SVI IP address and the FHRP IP address are different. It takes four hours for the SVI to come up.C. The VLAN interface MAC
address and the FHRP MAC address are different. It takes four hours for the ARP cache to time out.D. The VLAN interface IP
address and the FHRP IP address are different. It takes four hours for the VLAN interface to come up.E. The VLAN interface IP
address and the FHRP IP address are different. It takes four hours for the ARP cache to time out.Answer: CQUESTION 197Which
command is correct for creating a virtual interface on a Cisco wireless controller?A. config create interfaceB. tag interfaceC.
config interface addressD. untag interfaceAnswer: CQUESTION 198Which three series of Cisco wireless controllers support
wireless Bidirectional Rate Limiting? (Choose three.)A. Cisco 2500 Series Wireless ControllersB. Cisco 5500 Series Wireless
ControllersC. Cisco 5700 Series Wireless ControllersD. Cisco 7500 Series Wireless ControllersE. Cisco 8500 Series Wireless
ControllersF. Cisco 7200 Series Wireless ControllersAnswer: BDEQUESTION 199Which option can use deep-packet
examination to determine the specific nature of an attack?A. network IPSB. NetFlow collectorC. stateful firewallD. syslog
serverAnswer: AQUESTION 200Refer to the exhibit. Which location is best for placing a monitor-only IPS that has visibility into
the most data center traffic? A. inline before the firewallB. inline after the firewallC. passive off the firewallD. passive off
the internal switchAnswer: D!!!RECOMMEND!!!1.|2018 Latest 200-310 Exam Dumps (PDF & VCE) 551Q&As
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